
Piercy/English 2342  (corrected 10/13/07) 

Gothic and horror tales study guide (primary period: 1770-1900) (an asterisk [*] after a title 

indicates we didn’t read the story this semester.) 
 
 Anna Laetitia Aikin, “Sir Bertrand.”  (1773) UK.  Fragmentary tale, Gothic treatment of space, enclosure, imploding 

castle, dream ending. 

 Anon. “The Monk of Horror….”  (1789) UK.  Heavily moralistic; conservatively looks to religion; horrific elements; 
hints of demonism; lost souls, torture.  Protagonist repents—he was beginning to dabble in unholy interests. 

  Anon. “The Friar’s Tale.”  (1792) UK.  Published in Lady’s Magazine.  Torture.  Moralistic message about false 
religion versus “true religion.”  Cruel father.  Confinement in convent; evil Abbess.  Young couple goes through 
trials and finally is reunited.  Young woman almost loses her mind seeking freedom.  Antagonist repents. 

 “Juvenis,” "Raymond: A Fragment."  (1799)  UK.  Published in Lady’s Magazine.  Fragmentary tale.  Torture.  
Gothic space (“ancient tower,” winding stairs).  Rape anxiety/threat.  Kidnapping.   

 Isaac Crookenden, “The Vindictive Monk….”  (1802)  UK.  Torture.  Dungeons, separately imprisoned heroine and 
hero; cruelty; happy ending; one antagonist repents; hidden identity.  

 Lord Byron, “Fragment of a Novel.”  (1816) UK.  Mental slavery; use of “foreign” setting (Turkey); hints of life after 
death.  Quasi-masonic rites.  Narrator “hero” is allied with mysterious character who is apparently “wasting” away.  

 Mary Shelley Frankenstein.* (1818)  UK.  Anti-science; hints of mob violence; zombie motif. Cruelty, torture, 
castles.  Sublime settings (mountains, arctic wastes).  Gated city.  Profane mingling of animal and human, life with 
dead matter.  Usurpation of Godly powers.   

 John Polidori, “The Vampyre.”  (1819)  UK.  Mental slavery; incubus mythology; use of “foreign” setting (Greece); 
quasi-masonic rites; life after death; victimization of women by a “hypnotizing” and fiendish (cruel) man.   Hero 
allies himself with mysterious character who ends up dominating him.    

 James Hogg, “Expedition to Hell.”*  (1827) UK.  Carriage driver drops off some passengers but can’t get away 
from gate to hell unless he signs a promise of returning.  Wakes up from fever at home.  Doesn’t know if the 
experience was real or not, but many signs indicate it was. 

 Petrus Borel, "Andreas Vesalius the Anatomist." (1833)  France.  Spanish setting.  Gothic treatment of space, 
May-December marriage; wife takes lovers; husband catches them and dissects them.  Torture.  Hints of 
cannibalism; anti-science—husband is a vivisectionist treated unsympathetically; use of mob violence.   

 Prosper Mérimée, “Mateo Falcone.”  (1833)  France.  Spanish (“mâquis”) setting.  Outlaws; perverse child.  Horror 
not Gothic.  No castles, no hearts longing, no ghosts, no poison, no dungeons.  No tortured maidens or tortured 
good young men.  There is an element of lineage and family honor at stake.  Perverse honor.  

 Honoré de Balzac, “La Grande Bretêche.”  (1835).  France.  Horror with Gothic elements.  Old mansion; 
overgrown garden, unkept property; narrator sleeps with maid to learn secrets; walled-up lover, torture, cruelty.  
Lingering deaths.  Harsh or justified husband?  

 J. Wadham, “Lady  Eltringham….”  (1836) UK. Torture, castle spaces, powerful husband, castle implodes, ghosts, 
poisoning, revenge on ex-lover, haunting.   

 Edgar Allan Poe, “The Fall of the House of Usher.”  (1839)  USA.  Elaborate prose descriptions; decline of family; 
incest theme; implosion of great house.  Madness, burial alive.  

 Edgar Allan Poe, “The Case of M. Valdemar.”* (1845)  USA. Narrator hypnotist finds a subject, Ernest Valdemar, 
who knows almost precisely when he will be at the point of death.  The narrator puts Valdemar into a trance, 
suspending the moment of death, prolonging the subject’s life, then wakes him up seven months later, at which 
point Valdemar disintegrates. 

 Bret Harte, "Selena Sedilia."  (1865)  USA.  Spoof. Parody of melodramatic elements; imploding castle, multiple 
ghosts, treacherous “hero” and “heroine.” Coincidence gone haywire.    

 Henry James, “The Romance of Certain Old Clothes.”*  (1868) USA.  Study of two sisters, of opposite types, who 
love each other but succumb to jealousy, fighting over a man and nice clothes to the point of one killing the other. 

 J. Sheridan Le Fanu, “Carmilla.” (1872) Ireland.  Vampirism; lesbianism; castle setting; castle and village ruins; 
old cemeteries; protective old fathers, masculine guardians; strange maternal countess with entourage.   

 Thomas Hardy, “Barbara of the House of Grebe.”  (1891)  UK.  Disfigured male face (noble); unhappy young 
female; “heroine” is tortured out of her mind, and is made pregnant nine times over eleven years and dies. 

 Charlotte Parker (Gilman) Stetson, “The Yellow-Wallpaper.”*  (1892) USA.  Feminist mistrust of masculine 
medical authority.  Husband’s misplaced affection.  Explores post-partum depression, states of dissociation; old 
country manor; bad wall-paper. 

 Marcel Schwob, “Bloody Blanche.”*  (1892) France.  Prepubescent girl with the “mouth” of “a woman,” is raped by 



a brutal nobleman.  She helps have him killed.   

 Lord Dunsany, “The Two Bottles of Relish.” (1932)  Ireland.  Working class narrator; murder mystery; cannibalism; 
brilliant aristrocrat amateur detective.  Dark humor: killer cuts trees “to build up an appetite.” 

 Richard Matheson, I Am Legend.*  (1954)  USA.  Last man on earth surrounded by two races of vampires, one 
animalistic and the other fascist, created by a  vampire bacterium.  Survivalisit/Robinson Crusoe theme.  Novel 
continuously circulates the idea of sexual repression; plays with traditional oppositions: human/animal, art and 
culture versus ignorance and lust, light/dark, reason/unreason, knowledge/oblivion.  Character dies at the end, 
scheduled to be executed by the dominant vampire species.  

 Ray Russell, "Sardonicus." (1961)  USA.  Published in Playboy.  Ghoul motif. Castle (shaped like a skull), 
disfigured male face (evil antagonist); hero/narrator is a doctor, a noble man of science.  Happy ending.  Moral 
against greed and familial disloyalty (violating father’s grave); cruel husband bargains wife having sex for his own 
medical treatment.    

 


